OVERHEAD DEMONSTRATION MIRROR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Materials Included:

1) One Mirrorlite mirror OHD marked with two red tape near center of short side.
2) Two black metal clamps with silver clamp slide rod.
3) One pack or bag of tripod stands and cross-bar.

Tools Required: One 7/16” open end wrench.

1) Carefully unpack mirror, leaving on protective plastic wrap on face of mirror.
We suggest using flat shipping box as work surface in order to prevent pressing against mylar mirror face.

2) Line up ¼-20 machine studs into holes by red tape.

3) Evenly screw down base of bracket

4) Repeat for other side of mirror.
5) Assemble cross bar from tripod pack/bag

6) Use wrench to lock nut against frame so clamp body is parallel to mirror side.

7) Lay cross bar into clamp jaws and gently tighten clamp. Do Not crush X-bar.